Don Winn’s Picture Books
Shared Reading and Pre-Literacy Foundation

Parents and early childhood educators can use Don Winn’s
picture books to lay a foundation for literacy long before
children can read. How? Through shared reading time together. Ask kids questions when you read together to get
them involved in the stories. All of Don Winn’s picture books
include questions for discussion. Don’t shy away from big
words—kids love learning new, grown-up words, and Don

Winn’s books contain an abundance of great grown-up
words. The meter and rhyming words in Don Winn’s picture
books build phonological awareness in kids, helping them
predict upcoming words and teaching them to break words
into syllables long before kids even know what syllables are.
Draw kids’ attention to rhyme, alliteration, and any instances
with repetitive sounds to help them recognize the sounds
of different letters. By doing these things, you’ll be teaching
kids essential skills that will make learning to read much
faster and easier when the time comes.

Chipper the Clown

Chipper and the Unicycle

Chipper wants to make people laugh, so he joins the circus as a clown. Then he is
embarrassed when nobody
thinks he’s funny. Who ever
heard of a clown in a pinstriped suit? So Chipper turns to the older clowns
for some good advice and learns the importance
of asking for help and not giving up his dreams.

Chipper searches the world
for a new act and decides a
unicycle is just the thing! But
it’s so hard! After only one
day of trying, Chipper tries
to return the unicycle to the
store in frustration, but learns that some pursuits
take time and effort to master as he comes to understand the importance of perseverance.

• Sample discussion questions: What did Chipper
want to do for a living and why? Why did Chipper fail at being a clown? What should you do if
you don’t understand something?

• Sample discussion questions: What did Chipper
do to find a new act? Was riding a unicycle as
easy as Chipper thought it would be? What is
perseverance and why do people need it?

• Featured vocabulary growth words: chipper,
squid, birth name, staff, willing, top billing, delighted, perform, pranced, pinstriped, blunder,
intermission, crumpled, whiffle

• Featured vocabulary growth words: chipper,
perseverance, succeed, complain, entertain,
Brie, desire, burst, stumble, ideal, acquired,
grace, knack, applying, atop, staff

• Teaches phonological awareness: Rhyming, poetic meter helps kids predict upcoming sounds
and learn to break words into syllables. Some
alliteration.

• Teaches phonological awareness: Rhyming, poetic meter helps kids predict upcoming sounds
and learn to divide words into syllables. Some
alliteration.

Space Cop Zack, Protector of the Galaxy

Space Cop Zack: GARG’s Secret Mission

Space Cop Zack and his faithful robot sidekick
GARG chase the terrible Dr. Dogbreath across the
galaxy. Together they brave bad smells, squishy
slime, giant ocean monsters, and motion sickness.
Will Zack and GARG finally capture Dr. Dogbreath or will he escape their grasp? That will all
depend on where your imagination takes you.

GARG the robot’s secret mission is to rescue
Space Princess Dendra from the Notorious General Electric. But when Mission Control loses contact with GARG, Space Cop Zack must search for
him in the Windy Cavern of Doom. Will Zack find
GARG and help rescue the princess before it’s too
late? It all depends on your imagination.

• Sample discussion questions: What is imagination? What do you like to imagine? How many
things in Zack’s backyard can you match up to
things in his imaginary world?

• Sample discussion questions: How can you use
things in your house to have fun like Zack does?
When GARG zaps the worm into another dimension, where do you think the worm goes?

• Featured vocabulary growth words: skyrocketed, transformational, spiraled, vaporized, tremendous, shuddered, gaseous, surrender, incoming, abort

• Featured vocabulary growth words: informed,
surface, experimental, transport, brilliant, burst,
arcs, status, sealed, scavengers, internal, instantly, bucks, thrashes, separated, collapses

• Teaches phonological awareness: Features some
alliteration emphasizing distinct letter sounds,
lots of fun “technological” terms.

• Teaches phonological awareness: Features some
alliteration emphasizing distinct letter sounds,
lots of fun “technological” terms.

The Higgledy-Piggledy Pigeon

The Watch Cat

Hank is an eager new student in flight school until
he discovers he has no sense of direction. Should
he give up and his dreams and just quit? Then a
kind teacher shows him how he can compensate
for his problem and still succeed. This story shows
how everyone learns in different ways, and how
anyone can succeed—even despite a learning
problem—with the right kind of help and effort!

How can an ordinary house cat stop a robbery,
become a neighborhood hero, and permanently
change the way the neighbors think of cats? Read
the amazing tale of how one cat made a difference in his world simply by being himself. Watch
Cat is about appreciating the differences between
dogs and cats and understanding that anybody
can be a hero.

• Sample discussion questions: What problem
did Hank have? Have you ever felt sad or mad
when something wasn’t easy for you?

• Sample discussion questions: Why is the thought
of a Watch Cat hard to believe? Do you think the
cat was a genuine hero?

• Featured vacabulary growth words: higgledy-piggledy, rank, professed, potential, solo,
assignment, task, pasture, oozing, guidance,
undertake, delayed, snickered, erred, proceeded, outstanding, altimeter, compass

• Featured vocabulary growth words: fraud,
jeered, Saint Bernard, intruder, prowling, invading, hunkered, heave, coerce, retreat, equipped,
flustered, struggled, gathered, dismay, hauled,
grub, conclusion, genuine

• Teaches phonological awareness: Rhyming, poetic meter helps kids predict upcoming sounds
and learn to break words into syllables. Some
alliteration.

• Teaches phonological awareness: Rhyming, poetic meter helps kids predict upcoming sounds
and learn to break words into syllables. Some
alliteration.

Twitch the Squirrel and the Forbidden Bridge

The Tortoise and the Hairpiece

Bold, confident Twitch is something of a daredevil...and he doesn’t mind when his friends cheer
him on! When his parents forbid him to cross an
old broken rope bridge across a deep, dark ravine, he doesn’t understand why. He can do anything! And there’s a tree full of nuts just across the
bridge! In this story, Twitch learns the importance
of respecting his parents’ rules.

A lonely young tortoise named Jake is embarrassed by his bald head. Even though other animals invite him to play, he keeps to himself, certain that nobody wants to be his friend because he
looks different. When he tries to look like everyone else, it doesn’t work the way he planned, but
he learns that no one needs to try to be someone
else or look like someone else just to make friends.

• Sample questions for discussion: Why was the
old rope bridge dangerous? Why did Twitch
think that it was okay for him to cross the
bridge? If you were a parent, what kind of rules
would you make? Why?

• Sample questions for discussion: What did Jake
think would make him happy and why? What
made Jake realize that being different is good?
What happened when Jake finally accepted the
way he looked?

• Featured vocabulary growth words: daring,
nerves, lunge, fleet, ravine, rapids, chasm, perilous, tattered, frail, banned, steady, stride,
bounding, goggled—eyed, severed, strands,
slack, hurtling, desperate, panic, dread

• Featured vocabulary growth words: regale,
depend, buzzard, surgery, chum, glum, sheen,
delay, flair, fitting, adhere, glee, erect, response,
offend, cajoled, bizarre, rumors, discarded,
toupee, accept

• Teaches phonological awareness: Rhyming, poetic meter helps kids predict upcoming sounds
and learn to break words into syllables. Some
alliteration.

• Teaches phonological awareness: Rhyming, poetic meter helps kids predict upcoming sounds
and learn to break words into syllables. Some
alliteration.

Shelby the Cat

The Incredible Martin O’Shea

Shelby the cat is kind and caring. He’s friends
with mice and birds and bugs. This makes the
mean alley cats look bad. They try to force Shelby to be like them, but he refuses. Shelby knows
who he is and what he wants to be and he doesn’t
let anyone pressure him to be different. Use this
story to start discussions about resisting negative
peer pressure and dealing with bullying.

Martin is a first-grader with a great imagination.
His daydreams are so interesting that he doesn’t
pay attention in school. When his grades fall, his
parents are not happy about it. Then a visitor to
his class says something that changes his life.
Martin learns that education can help him make
his dreams reality, and that imagination plus
learning can lead to real life adventures.

• Sample questions for discussion: What is peer
pressure? Why was the gang of alley cats angry
with Shelby? How did Shelby respond to the
bad peer pressure?

• Sample questions for discussion: What kind of
adventures did Martin imagine having? Why is
it good to have an imagination? How was Martin’s imagination causing a problem?

• Featured vocabulary growth words: peer pressure, monocle, in need, galore, irate, relate, pest,
hopping mad, resolved, courage, hullabaloo

• Featured vocabulary growth words: incredible, challenge, amazed, critical, mission control,
compute, ace, swollen, tailed, loot, surpass

• Teaches phonological awareness: Rhyming, poetic meter helps kids predict upcoming sounds
and learn to break words into syllables. Some
alliteration.

• Teaches phonological awareness: Rhyming, poetic meter helps kids predict upcoming sounds
and learn to break words into syllables. Some
alliteration.

Superhero
Superhero is the story of a young boy with big
dreams and a mask and cape. He dreams every
night that he is an amazing hero. He can conquer
any villain and the whole city relies on him for
help. But when he meets up with two nightmarish foes, he knows that even a superhero needs to
have someone he can call on for help. This story
is about how a dad can be the real hero to his son.
It also helps open discussions about what makes
a real hero and how everyone can be a hero to
someone else.
• Sample questions for discussion: What is a
hero? Do you need to have super powers to be a
hero? How could you be a hero?
• Featured vocabulary growth words: panic, ace,
demise, defeat, villain, dread, abhor, scold, confined, ceased, contend
• Teaches phonological awareness: Rhyming, poetic meter helps kids predict upcoming sounds
and learn to break words into syllables. Some
alliteration.

